The Scented Misting System is an event specific, water effect that disperses fine water particles, whilst also releasing a fragrant aroma. Created as an aesthetic visual effect but most commonly used as a cooling device for outdoor events and festivals. Although being a water effect, the fine output of the water means that you feel refreshed without getting soaked.

**How To Use:**
The system is designed to be fully tailored to the users need, allowing you to create your own bespoke build with your personal touch.
Misting is perfect for brand promotion, at Festivals & Sport Events as a refreshing cooling agent or, as a creative stand alone feature. The possibilities are endless.
Implementing a fragrance in to the system amplifies the experience of the cooling mist.

**Why:**
Apart from its main role as a cooling device, a misting system is an intriguing feature which allows the consumer to interact with a visually unique display. In a time of social media high, effects such as the misting system are a powerful tool for brand marketing. Attracting people to engage, capture and share the experience across a wide range of platforms and, in turn maximising exposure.
For more information on our range of scents and how you can integrate a misting system into your event, contact us directly.

01452 729 903
info@mtfx.com

Possible Misting Designs:

- Archway or Tent
- Upright Tower
- Designed into a permanent object/feature
- Flat frame either